
Preparing the workforce of the future
Transformation of the world of work creates new needs for employees and employers
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Work and life are not
independent entities
fighting for a 50/50
balance. To attract

and retain employees,
companies need
to acknowledge
work and life are

intertwined, with one
affecting the other.

Heather Haslam
Vice President, Marketing,

ADP Canada

And just as culture is
ultimately the strength
of the people in your

organization, the
diversity of people
within that body
strengthens the

organization in turn.
Unfortunately, it is in
this arena of equity,

diversity and inclusion
(EDI) that work remains

to be done.
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PEOPLE-FIRST THINKING DRIVES NEW WORK MODELS

WORK-LIFE BALANCE SURPASSES SALARY AS TOP MOTIVATOR
FOR CANADIAN WORKERS

BY ANTHONY ARIGANELLO,
CPHR, PRESIDENT & CEO,
CPHR CANADA

Employers responding to shifting employee priorities and values

PEOPLE AT WORK 2022: A GLOBAL WORKFORCE VIEW

A new study from ADP Research Institute (ADPRI) reveals more
details about the pandemic-sparked shift in workers’ priorities
and expectations on a global level.
ADPRI surveyed more than 32,000 workers, including in the gig
economy, from 17 countries. Among the key findings:

Two-thirds (64%) of the workforce would consider
looking for a new job if they were required to
return to the office full time.

A majority of employees are prepared to make
compromises if it means more flexibility or a hybrid
approach to work location. More than half (52%)
are willing to accept a pay cut – as much as 11% –
to guarantee this arrangement.

Those working from home are more inclined to
say they are optimistic (89%) about the next five
years compared to their peers (77%) reporting to
an office.

For additional findings and deeper context to the worker
perspective in ADPRI’s report, People at Work 2022: A Global
Workforce View, visit ADPRI.org.



Manage your HR
more easily today.
Find more success
tomorrow.


